Proposal for Supplement 4 to Regulation No. 128 (LED light sources)

Note by the secretariat

Corrigendum

Page 2, delete

"Sheet LR3/2, the table, amend to read:

…

Cap PGJ18.5d-1 in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-185-1)

…"

Page 2, delete

Sheet LR4/2, the table, amend to read:

…

Cap PGJ18.5t-5 in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-185-1)

…"

Page 4, sheet LR3/2, table 1, correct to read:

"…

Cap PGJ18.5d-1 in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-185-1)

…"
Page 9, sheet LR4/2, table 1, correct to read:

"…

Cap PGJ18.5t-5 in accordance with IEC Publication 60061 (sheet 7004-185-1)

…"